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DE-BOND
Super Glue Remover
• Removes all instant adhesives
• Debonds glued fingers & skin.
• Dissolves glue out of door
locks.
• Nonflammable & ozone safe.

Product # 7127
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

DE-BOND
Super-Glue Remover
DE-BOND is a remarkable product specifically
designed to break to bonding power of all
cyanoacrylate type adhesives commonly known
as “super-glue”. DE-BOND is self-penetrating
and fast acting. Ideal for removing excess glue,
disassembling parts or freeing glued fingers and
skin.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Apply DE-BOND using the supplied nozzles.
Use the pump spray for removing glue from
surfaces or parts. Use the needle
shaped tip for locks, etc. by
cutting 1/32“ from tip and gently
squeezing product into glued
mechanism. Work mechanism
back and forth to break loose and
dissolve glue. The thicker the
adhesive the longer it will take to
remove. Reapply as necessary.

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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CAS NUMBER

GAMMA BUTYROLACTONE
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96-48-0
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DE-BOND Super Glue Remover is an amazing product formulated specifically to dissolve
cyanoacrylate type adhesives commonly known as “super glues”. These adhesives are well
known for their strength and tenacity and DE-BOND may be the only way to separate surfaces,
skin or fingers that get bonded together accidentally. Vandalism using instant adhesives in door
locks is also becoming more commonplace. At schools and public buildings across the country,
maintenance persons are constantly running into the situation of door locks filled with adhesive.
DE-BOND penetrates the lock cylinder, dissolves the glue and frees the mechanism. This
product saves the time and expense of replacing and re-keying locks. DE-BOND will dissolve
virtually any type of adhesive; double-stick tape, decals, silicone sealers, mastics, construction
glue and many other high strength adhesives. DE-BOND is shipped with two types of applicator
tops. For locks and other small spaces a pinpoint top that can be trimmed to size makes injecting
the product into the mechanism quick and easy. A pump spray top is also supplied for applying to
a wider area. This applicator is handy for cleaning up glue residue from hard surfaces. DEBOND is a versatile product that no maintenance department should be without. For more
information and a demonstration of DE-BOND Super Glue Remover, contact your local
SUPERCO SPECIALTY PRODUCTS representative.
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